Stats / Scoring History

GHIN.com

Golfers can access their scoring history as well as stats by selecting the ‘Stats’ button along the top header of GHIN.com

- The ‘Score History’ tab will be selected by default. Additionally, '20 Most Recent Scores’ will be the default score history view
  - Additional score history views include:
    - Scores by Course/Tee
    - 2020 (Specific Year) Scores
    - Past 12 Months Scores
    - Revision Scores
    - Competition Scores

- Golfers can toggle to the 'Stats' view in order to view aggregated stat information
• In order to edit Stats, golfers will select the 'Stats' tab from the top banner and select 'Score History'.
  
• A 'drop-down arrow' will indicate that a Hole-by-Hole score was entered
  
  - Note: Only HBH scores can have statistics added
  - If 'No Stats' appears for a given score, it means that this score was entered as a Total Score

• Select 'Add Stats to Round' in order to add statistics.
GHIN Mobile App

- Golfers can access their scoring history as well as stats by selecting the ‘Stats’ button along the bottom plane of the mobile app.
- The ‘Score History’ tab will be selected by default. Additionally, ’20 Most Recent Scores’ will be the default score history view.
  - Additional score history views include:
    - Scores by Course/Tee
    - 2020 (Specific Year) Scores
    - Past 12 Months Scores
    - Revision Scores
    - Competition Scores

- To view aggregated ‘Stats’, select the ‘Stats’ tab adjacent from the ‘Score History’ tab.
- Golfers can view stats via the same filtering for the Score History.